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Dating isn’t about swiping: we fall in love with people, not selfies. Fuse
tells you their stories. Listen to someone’s voice, picture their world, and
get to know their essentials – even before you match!  
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We get that question a lot. Our answer? Dating apps suck. 
 
Almost everyone uses dating apps, but no-one has an overall good
experience. Both friends and strangers kept telling us: "the
majority of people I met were nothing like I thought they'd be…" 
 
Swiping through two-dimensional faces, we just never get to see
the humans behind them. And after some initial excitement, even
a gazillion matches lack the magic of a real connection. 
 
That’s why we built an app that makes dating about people again. 
 
Three innovative features together build Fuse's beating heart:  
Voices, Zoom, and Essentials. Hear what someone has to say
instead of reading their ten word bios, and find out what’s  
beyond the selfies. 
 
Even before you match!  

Add subheading

"Aren't there enough dating
apps out there already?"



VOICES • hear their stories. The

sound of a voice makes all the

difference. Listen to topics that

move someone, hear them tell a

joke, or sit back as they read a

passage from their favorite book

to you.  

ZOOM • discover their world.

Zoom is a one-of-a-kind photo

feature with twelve different

categories. Find out what

someone is addicted to, what

they're proud of, or fall in love

with their pet. 

meet your date  
before you match. 



SMILE • every connection starts

with a smile. When someone

smiles back, it’s a match! You

can only send or receive chat

messages after having matched

with someone. 

ESSENTIALS • know what they

love, hate, and want. For things

to fall into place, the basics need

to be just right. Dive into their

essentials and discover what

you have in common. 

meet your date  
before you match. 

for more  
in's & out's: 
"How to Fuse"

http://www.fuse.dating/support/how-to-fuse/


“We didn't like dating apps, so we created one.”  

Fuse was founded in 2017 by Georg Gajewski, Mirthe van Popering, and Jaschar
Vossoug. Two Berliners and an Amsterdammer, who set out to revolutionize
21st century dating. Their weapon? Three creative minds, a shared belief in the
connective potential of modern technology, and radical honesty. 
 
With their now six-person team they created a unique product that aspires to
finally match app technology with the analog world. Smiles instead of swipes,
chance encounters instead of algorithms. 

– Mirthe van Popering, Co-Founder. 

Georg has his roots in App Economy & E-commerce
and stood at the cradle of a successful dating app
once before. He decided to take things to the next
level and left his first startup to develop an app to
love forever. 

Jaschar went through art school to become a
business specialist. He’s a veteran in Berlin’s startup
scene and not only head of business development
and investor relations at Fuse, but also our in-house
composer. 

Mirthe is a passionate storyteller deeply fond of all
things human. Unafraid of bringing a critical and
creative perspective to the table, she’s the brains
behind Fuse’s branding and marketing projects and
on top of all things PR-related.  



fuse talk.

"I'm so done with all the
fuckboys on Tinder."



fuse talk.

"I want to know what
kind of world someone

is living in."



How is Fuse funded? 
Up to this point we've managed to finance Fuse
ourselves. We ran a Kickstarter campaign in Fall '18 and
hit 89% of our 25K crowdfunding goal – leaving us
humbled with all the support, but still without funds.
We're now looking for a micro-investment to get Fuse
live, while also hooking up with biz angels so we can all
live happily ever after. 
 
When will Fuse be in the app stores? 
Fuse is currently entering a final beta testing phase with
students from the Humboldt University and the Free
University of Berlin. The app will be launched for both
Android and iOS users in Winter '18-19, initially in
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, the UK,
the US and Australia. 
 
What's next? 
After the official launch we'll focus on the Berlin area to
build our user community, before gradually moving our
focus to the international market. In 3 years, Fuse should
have secured a firm position among key players and have
a steadily growing user base with a total of 20M+ active
users. 

fuse facts.

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/98360705/1964430008?ref=552445&token=c1dba940


Do you want to hear more, request an

interview, or have a great idea? Please send

your press requests to: press@fuse.dating 
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